
Notes for meeting. 

1.     Clive Powell  -  KALC  Re Rewards 
 
 

18 Jan 2022, 17:37 
(7 days ago) 

 
 
 

 Thanks. I suspect unless you have the GPC (a matter of fact) then it could only be S137 1972 LGA (all LCs 
have this as a reserve power) payment and as you say you cannot use this to benefit an 
individual. The attached covers both powers. Even then (i.e., if you do have the GPC) I would say its 
problematic (potential for reputational damage, wrong person etc.).  It may be better to discuss the options 
with the local police. Attached. 

  

2.    E-mail received from Kim McGowan – rural PCSO 

No new issues here from the rural team. 

I understand the local farmer is still experiencing off road issues across Wouldham and Burham. We are 

sharing information on vehicles of interest for him to keep a look out for. The last meeting in November to 

discuss securing the North Downs Way at Nashenden and Hill Road was successful and we are just waiting 

for the stiles and gates to be put in place. I can see from driving around that the fly-tipping remains an issue 

and always creates interest from the public so I thought it might be something you can ask TMBC about for 

updates. 

Hill Road hasn’t been cleared yet but it doesn’t look like it’s been added to either. The byway is really rutted 

so be careful in your car. The Wouldham Common looked ok last I looked. They have been trenching and 

banking the fields at Nashenden so that will -stop the bikes going off-piste from the byway making less 

interesting hopefully? 

 
3.   Defibrillators 
 
 I have checked both units and would like to put on record the following comments. 
Village shop. 
Did not have a green light showing, but did find the spare one and installed, green light now showing.  
Village Hall 
green light showing. 
Both cabinets need to be connected to an electrical supply so they can be heated as defibrillator should be 
kept at 5c minimum. 
The pads only have a life span of 2/3 years, when installed in a heated cabinet. 
The pads cost £54 a set. 
The battery costs £122 per battery. 
heated cabinets vary in price but £500 is a rough cost. 
The positioning of the cabinets must obviously be close to an electrical supply. 
 

4. Newsletter 
 
Spoken to editor who have changed position as requested by MOP.  Response received from 
Mary Davis re costs: 
For your information I forward on to you a copy of the email (below) which I sent to Wouldham PC last 
March.  Wouldham PC was, prior to this, contributing £600 per year. 
Our prices were hugely reduced because we are printing less. We are currently printing about 300 copies 
per month. These are delivered to those that request them and other copies are left at pick up places. Also 
the Magazine can be accessed digitally on websites and facebook pages. 
The cost of our printing last year was £1500 and the price is due to be increased. This is paid for by 
advertising income and the Parish Council contributions. 
Pamla is very much up and running with editing the Magazine and developing it as a community magazine. 
We hope that the PC see the Magazine as a valuable means of communicating Parish information which of 
course can also be seen on our digital editions. 
Thank you 
 

 


